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Goniometer scannlng range7

8. Goniometer scannlng speeo
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fX"O i'lo0", Scattering slit, Receiving slit' Soller slit

must be included.
vQ raArrnfinn Ni filler
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12. g foil/films

^nA nnr,ar camnles with or without sample rotationSample holder

Radiation safetY

Detector tYPe
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0D/1D/2D detector
Dynamic range
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eiiminatlon, multiple peak separation' integrated

intensity calculations, Background subtraction and

imootfring, 20 correction, Phase identification' 3D

.V.iritit,l.ture, Crystallite size and Lattice strength

cltcutation, lattice constant refinement' residual

tir"t. and indexing etc and other features must be
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Rietveld software For lattice constant quantitative analysls' cryslarrrle

riru unO lattice strain calculation using Rietvelt

method must Qe included'

21.
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Minimum eligibility criteria:

r The OEM should be in this business for at least 10 years. A 10 years old PO copy of similar

equipment is to be included in the technical bid as evidence.

r The OEM should have at least five (5) installations of offered equipment in lndia. The PO

copiesiinstallation reports are to be included in the technical bid as evidence. ln addition,

satisfactory equipment performance reports, not older than three months, from these users

are also to be included in the technical bid.

i The bidder (if not OEM) should be in the business for at least five (5) years with either one

or multiple OEMs. Relevant PO copies need to be submitted as evidence.

t OEM must have trained the service engineer of the bidder. Relevant training certificate

from OEM is to be attached as evidence.

22 Computer/Printer ln built or Separate PC and Printer

13. Online UPS 5 KVA with min. 30 minutes back uP.
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Warranty Comprehensive warrenty of one year for complete
svstem includinq chiller (if external).

25. lnstallation and Training The instrument should be installed, tested to the
satisfaction of user. Training for operation and
maintenance of the instrument should be included in

the offer.


